
Vegetable Chopper 

Egg Cracker

A vegetable chopper is a helpful tool 
to involve participants who have not 
yet developed knife skills. There are 
several different types of  choppers 
available depending on the abilities of  
the cooker.

Fruit Peeler and Corer
This allows participants to peel, core, 
and slice apples and other fruit by 
turning the handle.

A vegetable chopper is a helpful tool 
to involve participants who have not 
yet developed knife skills. There are 
several different types of  choppers 
available depending on the abilities 
of  the cooker.

https://www.amazon.com/s?k=vegetable+chopper&i=garden&ref=nb_sb_noss_2
https://www.amazon.com/COJOY-Handheld-Cracker-Separator-White/dp/B074SQQ32D
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07Z7P7PFQ


Plastic Knife Set

Protective Kitchen Gloves

This allows participants to peel, core, 
and slice apples and other fruit by 
turning the handle.

These knives are the perfect tool for 
people who have beginner knife skills 
and need more than a butter or rocker 
knife, but are not ready to use 
traditional knives.

https://www.amazon.com/Hombae-Kitchen-Knife-3-Piece-Nylon/dp/B077HM96PB
https://www.amazon.com/NoCry-Cut-Resistant-Gloves-Performance/dp/B00MXUHHGK


Adjustable Press 
Used in either the kitchen or the 
classroom, this device can either 
stamp or cut cookies using the desired 
attachment. This press also features a 
high adjustable upper deck.

Miracle Mixer
We customized this hand held mixer to 
be mounted onto a table. Place the 
mixer inside a bowl full of  ingredients 
and press the green button to mix.

Custom Made

Sandwich Cutter
Used in conjunction with a pizza 
cutter, this device allows the user to 
safely and accurately cut food into 
smaller pieces.



Sample Cooking Icons
Using icons in the kitchen can assist participants to gather and put away 
ingredients in the correct location. If  helpful, label the cabinets and 
drawers with icons!



Sample Visual Recipe
A visual recipe promotes independence in the kitchen. Visual recipes can 
clarify verbal language when participating in a cooking activity. Using pic-
tures allows participants to assist if  they do not have strong reading skills. A 
visual recipe can look like the sample below, or have one directive on each 
page with multiple pictures to help explain the step.


